A frame-by-frame investigation:

Digital Evidence management
As with any quality investigation, you need some time to get to know your target. But when you’re operating on a DEM system as
seamless as this, it can be difficult to pinpoint the exact moments of transformation. This infographic rolls back the tapes, frame by
frame, providing you with all the necessary evidence to identify, with confidence, the ringleader for comprehensive digital evidence
management.

Electronic Case Files

Exhibit Review

The name says it all – electronic case
files organize all uploaded content into
logical, respective areas, all orchestrated
by their indexed metadata.

When a file is marked as an “exhibit,”
it’s filtered into this single “Exhibit Review”
interface where only Judges and
permission-granted court staff can review
it for admissibility to a case. From this
interface, users have access to view and
add file notes, and can leverage workflow
actions to keep the case in motion.
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Query Search
Admissible evidence can be instantly
populated by keying a search for any of
its metadata, such as the case number,
exhibit name, the presiding Judge, etc.
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User-Custom Dashboards

Related tasks buttons

Admissible inbox

Each user builds their own custom
dashboard, organized with color-coded
shortcuts and bookmarks to pages,
queues and capabilities, such as secure
file sharing, that are relevant to their role
and frequently visited. This personal page
is a significant time saver from opening
new browsers and logging in to various,
disjointed sites.

Not every piece of evidence is handled
the same, which is why we provide buttons
for related tasks that you may or may not
always need. These one-off needs,
including secure file sharing, marking
evidence as an exhibit, or sending it in for
judicial review, are always available and
easy to complete with one click.

As evidence is marked as “admissible”
from the Exhibit Review, it’s routed to
the “admissible queue” (in other words,
an “inbox”) and organized by its exhibit
name. Traceable information, such as
who admitted it and when, is also
visible.

Read more at: www.imagesoftinc.com/courts/digitalevidencemanagement

